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2 Claims. (c1. 182-31)‘ 

This invention relates to shower bath cabinets, and 
more particularly to a device for testing bath cabinet 
shower pans for leakage. This application is a substitute 
application for, and a continuation of my application, 
Serial No. 626,662, ?led November 5, 194-5, for Shower 
Drain, since abandoned. _ 
The general object of the invention is to provide an 

improved device for testing the shower pan of a shower 
bath cabinet for leakage, whereby said shower pan may 
be more easily, e?ectively and satisfactorily tested than 
with the conventional testing devices used for such testing. 
A more particular obiect is to provide a testing device 

of the character stated, by means of which a test pipe 
may be connected to the drain outlet of a shower bath 
cabinet for testing the shower pan of said cabinet for 
leakage, thus eliminating the use of the inei?cient and 
unsatisfactory conventional rubber test plug and the clos 
ing of the outlet drain pipe with cement, for such testing, 
and providing a much superior testing device for the pur» 
pose stated. 

Another object is to provide a testing device of the 
character stated, in which the inlet drain receptacle is 
larger than its drain outlet nipple to provide more room 
in the drain for receiving a test pipe and for cleaning 
the drain. 
A further object is to provide a shower drain which 

will eliminate the threaded connection and grill screws 
and the objectionable rusting of the drain nipple and said 
screws of the conventional drain. 

Other objects and advantages will appear hereinafter 
as this speci?cation progresses. 
The invention is illustrated in the annexed drawing, 

which forms a part of this speci?cation, and in which: 
Fig. l is a vertical longitudinal section of my shower 

drain taken on line 1—-1 of Fig. 3 with the grill removed 
and a test pipe connected thereto for testing the same 
for leakage. 

Fig. 2 is a view like Fig. l of my shower drain after 
it has been tested and the test pipe has been removed, and 
showing the grill placed in position in the upper end of 
the drain. 

Fig. 3 is a top plan view of my shower drain. 
Fig. 4 is a bottom plan view of the upper member of 

my shower drain. 
Referring more particularly to the drawing, in which 

corresponding parts are designated by the same reference 
numerals in all of the ?gures, the shower drain of my 
invention includes a lower base member 1, and an upper 
clamp member 2. 

Said lower base member 1 is formed with a slightly 
inclined annular funnel-shaped base wall 3 and a drain 
outlet nipple ll depending centrally from said base wall. 
In said base wall 3 are formed a plurality, preferably 
three, sockets 5 spaced equidistant apart around said 
wall, the openings of which sockets extend downwardly 
from the upper side of said base wall and are threaded 
as indicated at 6. in the lower end of the outlet nipple 
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4 is provided an internal thread 7, while in the upper 
end of said nipple is provided an internal thread 8. 
The upper clamp member 2 comprises a vertical cylin 

drical drain inlet receptacle 9 formed at its lower end with _ 
an external annular ?ange base 10, which is inclined 
slightly upwardly and outwardly from said inlet drain 
receptacle at the same inclination as the base wall 3 of 
the lower base member 1, while in the upper end of said 
drain receptacle is formed an internal rabbet 11 in which 
is detachably retained a grill 12. The inlet receptacle 9 
is substantially larger in diameter than the diameter of 
the outlet nipple 4 of the lower base member 1. The 
?ange base it,‘ is provided with a plurality of bolt holes 
13, preferably three, and a plurality of weep holes 14, 
preferably three, which bolt holes are spaced equidistant 
apart and which weep holes are likewise spaced around 
said flange base, with said weep holes positioned midway 
between said bolt holes. In the lower side of the ?ange 
base 19 are formed a plurality of radial grooves 15 lead 
ing inwardly, respectively, from the weep holes 14 into 
the lower end of the drain receptacle 9. The bolt holes 
13 in the ?ange base 10 are positioned to register with 
the threaded sockets 5, respectively, to receive bolts 16 
threaded in said sockets. 
‘The grill 12 is provided with a plurality of drain open 

ings 1’7 and is formed at its periphery with a depending 
annular ?ange 18, which detachably tits closely within 
the annular rabbet 11 in the upper end of the drain re 
ceptacle 9, with the lower edge of said ?ange resting upon 
the lower edge of said rabbet and supporting the grill 
12 in the upper end of said drain receptacle, with the 
upper surface of said grill flush with the upper edge of 
said receptacle, as shown in Fig. 2 of the drawing. 
A test pipe 19 is employed for testing the shower pan 

of my shower bath cabinet for leakage, in the manner 
hereinafter more fully described. On said test pipe is 
slidably ?tted a ?at collar 20, and on the lower end of 
said test pipe is formed an external thread 21, while on 
the upper end of said test pipe is detachably ?tted a cap 
2 
The operation of my invention is as follows: 
The lower end of the drain outlet nipple 4 of the drain 

base member 1 is threaded on the upper end of a drain 
pipe 23 with the internal thread 7 in the lower end of 
said nipple engaging the external thread 24 on the upper 
end of said drain pipe, and the drain base member 1 is 
positioned within an opening 25 in the ?oor 26 under 
a bath cabinet 27, with the upper outer edge of the base 
wall 3 of said base member flush with the upper surface 
of said ?oor 26 at the upper edge of said opening 25 
in said ?oor. A shower pan 28 of lead, copper or paper 
coated with tar, provided with a central opening 29 in 
its bottom wall 30 is placed with its said bottom wall 
upon the ?oor 26 and over the outer edge and upon 
the outer portion of the base wall 3 of the base member 
1, with the center of said opening 29 coinciding with 
the center of the nipple 4 of said base member. The side 
walls 31 of the pan 28 extend upwardly above the level 
of the upper edge of the drain inlet receptacle '9. The 
clamp member 2 is placed over the base member 1 with 
the outer portion oi its ?ange base ill resting upon the 
bottom wall 3!) of the shower pan 28 over the edge of 
the opening ‘2.9 in said bottom wall and with the bolt 
holes 13 in said ?ange base coinciding with the threaded 
bolt sockets 5. The bolts 16 are then respectively intro 
duced through the coinciding bolt holes 13 and into the 
threaded bolt sockets 5, in the ?ange base 10 of the 
clamp member 2 and in the base wall 3 of the base 
member 1, respectively, and said bolts 16 are tightened 
in said threaded sockets until the heads of said bolts, en 
gaging the flange base 10 of the clamp member 2, clamp 
the bottom wall 30 of the shower pan 28 at the edge por 
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tion of the opening 29 of said bottom wall tightly be 
tween the base wall 3 of the base member 1 and the 
?ange base 10 of the clamp member 2. 
The grill 12 being removed from the upper end of 

the inlet drain receptacle 9 the test pipe 19 is introduced 
into said receptacle and its lower end is threaded into 
the upper end of the drain outlet nipple 4 by the engage 
ment of the thread 21 on the lower end of the test pipe 
with the thread 8 in the upper end of said nipple. The 
?at collar 20 is then moved down on the test pipe 19 
upon the upper end of the drain inlet receptacle 9, closing 
said end of said receptacle. Water is then introduced into 
the shower pan 28, from which pan part of the water 
?ows through the weep holes 14 and the grooves 15 in 
the ?ange base 10 into the lower end of the drain inlet 
receptacle 9 until the Water ?lls said drain inlet receptacle 
and ?lls said shower pan 28 up to a level above the upper 
end of said drain inlet receptacle, as shown in Fig. 1; the 
lower end of the test pipe 19, threaded in the upper end 
of the drain outlet nipple 4, preventing the water from 
?owing out of the bottom of the drain receptacle 9 
through said outlet nipple 4 and the drain pipe 23, and 
preventing the water from ?owing out of the shower pan 
28 through the weep holes 14, grooves 15, lower end of 
the inlet receptacle 9, outlet nipple 4 and drain pipe 23, 
also as shown in Fig. 1 of the drawing. If there is a leak 
in the shower pan 28 the water ?owing through said leak 
will indicate its location under said pan and the bath 
cabinet 27, and upon unscrewing and removing the test 
pipe 19 from the nipple 4 and removing said test pipe 
from the outlet nipple 4 and the drain receptacle 9, the 
water will ?ow out of the shower pan 28 through the 
weep holes 14 and grooves 15 into the lower end of the 
drain inlet receptacle 9, and from said receptacle the 
water will ?ow out through the drain outlet nipple 4 
and the drain pipe 23. The leak is then repaired and my 
bath cabinet then may be used, or the shower pan may 
again be tested until there is no leak in it. 

While the shower pan 28 is being tested for leakage, 
the cap 22 may be removed from the upper end of the 
test pipe 19 and a hose inserted in the upper open end 
of said pipe and water introduced into said pipe from 
the hose to flush out the drain and the drain pipe. 
When the shower pan 28 after being tested one or more 

times, contains no leak, the shower pan is ?lled with con— 
crete 32 up to the level of the upper end of the inlet 
drain receptacle 9, which concrete forms the floor of 
the bath cabinet 27. While the concrete is placed in 
the shower pan the test pipe 19 remains in position in 
the drain inlet receptacle 9 and the outlet nipple 4, and ' 
the collar 20 remains in position covering the upper end 
of said inlet receptacle and prevents any of said concrete 
or dirt from entering said receptacle and the outlet nipple 
4. The test pipe 19 being ?nally unscrewed from the 
upper end of the nipple 4 and removed from said nipple 
and the drain receptacle 9, the grill 12 is then placed in 
the upper end of the drain inlet receptacle 9 with its side 
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Wall 13 ?tted in the rabbet 11 in said receptacle and with 
the upper surface of said grill 12 ?ush with the upper 
surface of the concrete ?oor 32. 

in the use of the bath cabinet, water from the shower 
Falling upon the concrete ?oor 32 and the grill 12, is 
drained out of the bath cabinet through the openings 17 
in the grill and through the drain inlet receptacle 9, 
drain outlet nipple 4 and drain pipe 23. 
My testing device provides for a more effective and 

satisfactory test for leakage in the shower pan than other 
testing devices now in use. 

I claim: 
1. The combination of a shower drain including a base 

member formed with an outlet nipple to which a drain 
pipe may be connected, a shower pan provided with a 
central opening, said shower pan being placed upon said 
base member with the opening therein coinciding centrally 
with said outlet nipple, a clamp member formed with an 
integral ?ange base and a drain inlet receptacle upstand 
ing from said ?ange base, said receptacle being substan— 
tially larger in diameter than said outlet nipple, said clamp 
member being placed with its ?ange base resting upon 
the bottom wall of said shower pan, means for securing 
said ?ange base and the bottom wall of said shower 
pan to said base member, said clamp member being pro 
vided with drain outlet means leading from the exterior 
of the lower end of said drain inlet receptacle into the 
lower end of said receptacle, an open-ended tubular test 
pipe, means for removably securing the lower end of said 
test pipe to said outlet nipple, the other end of said open 
cnded test pipe extending through and above said drain 
inlet receptacle, and a collar slidably ?tted on the test 
pipe for covering the upper end of the drain inlet re 
ceptacle, whereby the shower pan can be tested for leaks 
and the plumbing below the shower pan can be simul 
taneously ?ushed. 

2. The combination as set forth in claim 1 and in addi 
tion thereto a removable cap, means for securing said 
cap to said other end of said open-ended test pipe, where 
by the shower pan can be tested for leaks and the plumb 
ing below the shower pan can be simultaneously tested 
for leaks. 
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